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Assuming existence of 9q- and 12q bags in nuclei we

describe the formfactors of l ight nuclei at large momentum

transfers and structure functions of deep ine las t ic scatter ing

of leptons on nucle i . We show that the exist ing experimental

data can be described in a unified way provided the momentum

dis t r ibut ion of quarks in multiquark bags a t к ^ kQ has the

exponential form ff(*)'* €~ *° with the parameter kQ X. 50-

-60 MeV. Theoretical r e su l t s agree well with the EMC experimen-

t a l data on the r a t i o of the iron and deuteron structure

functions with the 20% admixture of f2q-bags in the Pe nucleus.
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Recently the noticeable deviation of the Fe and D struc-

ture functions ratio R(z) from 1 «as observed by the European

Muon Collaboration / / . This result «as confirmed later by

the SLAC group which observed also the analogous phenomenon

for aluminium aucleus / 2 / . The same effect «as discovered in

neutrino' experiments / 3 / . The results obtained cannot be ex-

plained within standard approaches thus implying that the хин*

mentum distribution of quarks in nucleus differs from that of

in the nucleon. This «as the reason for EMC effect to induce

a flow of theoretical papers (see e.g. the review /4/ and

papers quoted therein). One can divide in principle the theo-

ret ical models in two large groups. In the f i rs t of them some

additional 5Г -mesons /5»6/ or A -isobars /7,8/ are assumed

to be present in a nucleus. These models aim at describing the

EMC effect in the small x region and some model considerations

being applied they can be reformulated in terms of quark sea

excess in nuclei. In the same group the models can be included

«here the properties of individual socleons change inside the

nucleus. lamely, the radius of a nucleon embedded in a nucleus
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i s assumed to exceed the radius of a free one /9)10/.

In the model /9/ this excess i s too large amounting to

while the model /10/ predicting the small ( л'??6) increase of the

nucleon radius cannot give quantitative description of the EMC

effect.

The characteristic feature of the other group of models

i s the assumption that quarks in a nucleus tunneling with no-

ticeable probability among the nucleons form 6q-, 12q- etc.

clusters (bags). In this case the nucleus structure function i s

modified due to the degradation of quark distribution in bags

to smaller x compared to the distribution J.n a nucleon, a

feasible explanation of the phenomena being e.g. the collec-

tivization of quarks in larger volume. Jaffe /11/ was the first

to give a qualitative explanation of the EMC effect from the

multiquark (6q) bag point of view. However, the specific model

proposed by Jaffe i s plagued by two shortcomings: the 6q-bag

radius in the model needed to be extremely large (H(6q)/H(3q)

JS 2) and besides the essential ( ~ 60JE) excess of sea-quarks

contribution to small x region was necessary in nuclei. In

papers /8,12,13/ the attempts were made to describe quantita-

tively the EUC effect by means of 6q-bag admixture in the nuc-

leus wave function.

The account of the 6q-bag contribution only was shown in

ref. /8/ to be insufficient and large excess of sea quarks

proved to be necessary, this ехсевз being related in /8/ to

the contribution of additional 9f -mesons. The noticeable

enhancement of sea quarks required in models /5*6,8,11-13/

seems to contradict experimental data on the antineutrino

scattering off the iron and deuteron nuclei - see ref. /10/,
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In ref. /14/ the EMC effect was related to the ( ~ 2QSt)

edmixture of multiquark (mainly 12q) bags in nuclei. The para-

meters of valence quark distribution in a multiquark bag were

related in /14/ to the experimental results coming fron quite

different experiments: behaviour of the formfactors of light

nuclei at large momentum transfers, (preliminary) data of the

BCDMS collaboration / 5 / on the 43 nucleus structure function

and to the yield of cumulative nucleons.

The present paper is a development and extension of the

model /14/ aiming at more detailed description of the EMC effect

with, the account of sea quarks contribution and limitations on

structure functions set by sum rules.

The model with quark tunneling over a 4-nuoleon system was

applied also for explaining the EMC effect in ref, / IS / . The

required admixture of 0^ -clusters in the iron nucleus is

15 - 25%. However, the authors of ref. /16/ are inconsistent

in introducing the light cone variables combining them as well

with non-relativistic variables (see/13/ ) . Besides, the quark

distribution introduced ad hoc in ref. /16/ is not related to

the results of other experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we discuss

the wave functions of quarks in muitiquark bags and properties

of structure functions corresponding to valence and sea quarks.

In sect. 3 the fcrmfactors of light nuclei are considered. In

sect. 4 the description of the EMC effect is presented. Sect. 5

contains some concluding remarks.
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I I . Distribution function cf quarks in a multiquark %

The momentum distribution of quarks in multiquark bags is

discussed usually either in the MIT-bag model /17/ or in the

fraaeworb of oscillator quark models (see e.g. /18/). Both

theee schemes are rather rough approximations. Indeed, the real

quart distribution may differ from the one predicted by bag

model due to a number of reasons such as smearing of bag boun-

daries, interaction of quarks accompained by the emission of

gluons anC quark-antiquark pairs and also due to incomplete

suppressior of the -vacuum fluctuations in the bag interior. Let

us assume is a f i rs t approximation that quarks in a multiquark

tag embedded in the nuclear matter possess some equilibrium

distribution. Such distribution can result from the vacuum

pressure on the bag walls as well as from the interaction of

q.̂ nrks with each other and with the walls. The number of quark-

-p-.tiquark pairs and gluons in the finite bag volume being

lirge enough one can use for describing th^ir momentum dis tr i-

bution the гuatistical physics methods. Assuming the quorks and

antiquaries to behave themselves as a degenerate Fermi gas we

fat

Tor (£*"/*) ^>*^ the exponentially falling distribution

is obtained. Starting from this analogy we suppose thet u- and

d-quark distribution *n a multiquark bag for large к reads
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in agreement with the available experimental data (e#e ref.

/14/). The parameter k0 may in principle be different for

different bags. We assume for simplicity that distributions of

u- and d-quarks in the multiquark bag are identical. In

principle for bags with non-zero isospin i t can be not true.

But i t i s reasonable to expect that differences in u- and d-quark

distributions in the multiquark bag are much less pronounced

than in the nucleon where they are due to the proximity to the

kinematical boundary x -* 1,

The normalization constant N for valence quarks in eq. (2)

determined by the condition

г- <£ц.

essentially depends upon the behaviour of T in the к ;£ k-

region, where it can be different from the exponential distri-

bution. (The interpretation of experimental data at к £ kQ is

far less reliable since in this region the quark distribution

in a multiquark bag is observed on the background of dominating

nucleon component).

The constant С for valence quarks is fixed by the requi-

rement of baryon number conservation. Is to the sea quarks,

their normalization is determined by the fraction of bag momen-

tum taken away by these quarks in the infinite momentum frame

(IMF) (see below). It is expedient to express *c in light

cone variables ЛС
А
 and *

 t
 *i. being the transversal

momentum of the quark and Л the fraction of bag momentum

taken away by the quark in the IMP; obviously 0 £ Z <̂  1«

The momentum к of the massless quark can be presented
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in terms of these variables as

where /4 £ is the mass of the bag and *-x. is its

transversal momentum. Let us introduce also the Bjorken va-

riable X. related to Z by

(5)

where В i s the atomic weight of the bag equal to 6

Now the interval X > v\. (n = 1,2,.. . ) corresponds to the

region kinematically forbidden for scattering off the 3nq bag.

Let us proceed now to the calculation of bag structure

function J-jkn . The function ^htt per nucleon can be

expressed in the momentum distribution of quarks in the bag

(6)

Provided the fora of distribution is given by eq. (1) for all

к the structure function of valence quarke read*

J
/ (в)
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where i

and С i s some number close to 1. The specific value of С

depends upon Л* and Xo t e.g. £?« 4А/9ГЛ for Jt0 = 0.

With A. Cx-ifo) » i- the structure function of valence

quarke reads
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It is worth emphasizing that the erc~cneatial distribution ( - >]

for Л, (Jfc-JCo) » 1 corresponding to the !c i> kQ " ta i l " :^

quark: distribution in the bag (2) seems to agree rather mnlL

with the available experimental data. As to the behaviour ct

valence-quart structure function for &. Ct - JCo) £ 1 the form

of uhi3 distribution is yet unspecified so that the structure

function (7) should be considered as one of the possible ver-

sions of this distribution. In sect. 4 we shall touch upon

other conceivable distributions of quarts at low momenta.

The parameter a_ can be estimated using the preliminary

data of the BCDMS collaboration /15/ on the '42 nucleus structure

function in the 0.7-5 J t ^ 1.5 interval. According to these

data

a = 3 • 10 ( 10 )

corresponding to the parameter -*"o ~ 50 • 60 MeV. If the

nucleon structure function in the 0.2 5 -C i 0.3 internal

is parametrized in the fora

than she ^ v parameter proves to be close to one half

of a in eq. ( to)»

The problem of the зеа-quarlc distribution in the bag also

remaj-ns unsolved, since these quarks are concentrated in small

X region.
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Hypothesis concerning the smooth matching of structure

functions in the Segge region and in the scaling one predicts

the threshold behaviour of valence-quarks structure function at

x ~* О es follows

where a,b and с correspond to the contribution of Regge sin-

gularities with o<(0) s V 2 , 0 and 1 respectively. The eq.

(7) corresponds to the situation when the coefficient a is

small and the dominant contribution comes from branching singu-

larities or from the fixed pole with «40) = 0 (see ref./19/).

The quark counting rules determine the limiting behaviour

of the structure function at X -» Л /20/

where n is the number of quarks. We can disregard this

threshold behaviour since in all processes under consideration

the X variable ranges within the bounds lying far from the

X = В threshold.

It should be stressed that the boundary condition В S 1

modifies the normalization (3) where the integround must be

multiplied by a factor 9 (±~ (?к+'*л)/М
ь
)

However, the account of this factor is inessential for multi-

quark bags where M^ »
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I I I . Formfactors of light nuclei

As i t was noted in a number of papers /21,22/ the contri-

bution coming from six-quark bag dominates in the deuteron form-

factor at large q . In the q dependence of %e and **He

nuclei formfactors two clear-cut domains are readily seet (see

<figs. 1 and 2) /25/. In the q < 3 fm~1 region the formfac-

tors fall as a gaussian ^ Q. ~ * while at q > 4 fa"1 the

fall-off becomes an exponential one л, £~Г*- /14,24/. Cal-

culations with realistic NN potentials show that in the region

lying to the right from the minimum;nucleon component gives

small contribution /25/. I t is natural to expect that a mixed

configuration nucleonCi) + 6q -bag results also in the

gaussian fall-off of the formfactors due to the account of the

relative notion of the nucleon and 6q-cluster. For this reason

we suppose that in this region the contribution of the bag

containing the maximal possible in the nucleus number of quarks

( i . e . 9q in Ĥe and I2q in ^Be) dominates. We shall show

below that the formfactor of such bags falls in sn exponential

manner.

Let us calculate the bag formfactor in the model of in-

dependent particles. Using the light-cone formalism developed in

refs. /22,25/ where the formfactors are calculated starting

from the good component of the current we obtain for the charge

formfactor of the bag

(13)
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For the region q > 5 £m under consideration the in-

tegration over the momenta к » k0 i s of impor ance. So we can

use for quark wave functions in eq. ( 13 ) the exponential form

(2) with 4c expressed in light-cone variables according to eq.

(4)„ Row the integration over d *х. is done analytically

and the resulting integral over 2- сев readily be calculated

by the steepest descent method. The position of the saddle

point is given by

with |f- d + Ф1

The result of the integration reads

where ^fy is the bag charge.

Existing experimental data cover the range to 4- •• 8 fm .

Here f~ 1 and X = 6 ? = t-L/j}**, = 0.4 • 0.8. Hence

A.X >̂ i thus justifying exponential form of V used in

eq. ( 15 ) . On the other hand the essential values of 3C are

far from kinematical boundary X.—Ь (b » Note, that if

according to eq. (12) the functions

are used for quark distributions than the bag formfactor will

read
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where z i s determined by tbe eq. (14-). With ^ - " O , ?•*!

and eq. ( 16 ) reproduces the result coining from the quark

counting rules /20/ however, this limit i s obtained at qjL»2Hg,

that i s far beyond the poss ib i l i t ies of the present experiments.

For the available q^^c 2MB fZ 1 and eq. ( 15 ) yields

almost exponential fall-off of the formfactor

Using the parametrization ( 1 7 ) in ref. /22/ the deuteron form-

factor was described at fa >y 1 GeVc. As i t was stressed

before the eq. ( 17 ) controls the fall-off regime of the form-

factor in the ft, yy iCo region. In order to determine the bag

admixture in the bag i t i s necessary to know the normalization

constant H contributed mainly by the small к region.

The formfactor ( 17 ) describes well the experimsntal data

/23/ on the %e and 4le formfactors with the following values

of the parameters

5не a = 3.0 kQ = 64 MeV 0 . 7 ^ q2 4 * GeV2 (18a)

^ e a = 4.6 kQ = 60 MeV 0.8 4 q2 ^ 1.8 GeV2 (iSb)

Hote the good agreement between the values of к ensuing from

tbe data on the forafactors and those obtained when describing

tbe deep inelastic scattering of nuons on the Ĉ nucleus (10*).

I f for the comparison purposes eq. (17 ) i s used for the
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description of the deuteron formfactor, the value of kQ proves

to be equal to kQD X 140 KeV and henceforth is quite diffe-

rent from kQ values for 9- and 12-quark bags.

ISFote also that kQ i s not related immediately to the bag

radius. To find out such relation one needs the quark distr i-

bution function for al l momenta.

In the model of the formfactor under consideration no mi-
—Лnima are expected i n the q > 4 fm reg ion i n c o n t r a s t t o

s t a n d a r d models where only the nucleon component i s taken i n t o

consideration and the negative sign of the formfactor i s pre-

dicted to the right from the minimum. In our model the form-

factor at large momentum transfers is positive, so the observed

structure is most probably a deep minimum rather than a zero.

IV. Describing; the EMC effect in the multiquark bag; model

In the considered model of multiquark bags in nuclei the

structure function of the nucleus A can be written as follows

where

and %2ВЛСх) a n < ^ w i a r e * Q e structure function of the j- th

bag and i t s admixture respectively.

As i t was noted above the quark distribution in a 6q-bag

markedly differs from that of in the Ĉ nucleus. On the other

hand the kQ parameters obtained for 9- and 12-quark bags from
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the description of the fornfactors agree rather well with the

BCDMS data /15/• Description in the framework of the sane model

of the cumulative protons yields enabled us to conclude that the

admixture of 12q-bags essentially exceeds the 6q- and/or 9q-bag

admixtures /14/. Рог a long time soae theoretical considerations

are known favouring the noticable admixture of Ы, -clusters in

the nucleus wave function amounting to 15-25% or even more /27/*

More than that a number of theoretical analysis based on the

treatment of colourelectric and colourmagnetic forces acting

among quarks show that 12q system has the binding largest

energy /18,28/. Having this in mind for A ^ 4 we shall neglect

the admixture of all multiquark configurations but the 12q-clus-

ters. Then the ratio of the nucleus and the deuteron structure

functions reads

(20)
3

where ^f/ ~ JL °^л
 +
 тг ̂ j , t * is the admixture of

the I2q bag in a nucleus and EgB **
s i
"

bs
 structure function per

one nucleon. The deuteron structure function contains both the

nucleon and the bag component:

I*) (21)

where Wg and Pg are the admixture of the 6q bag in the

deuteron and its structure function respectively.

In the range of x's where the nucleon component dominates

in the deuteron structure function (x •£ 0.9) we shall neglecting

the small 6q-bag admixture in deuteron (wg0 +- 2-7J6^^) re-

write the eq. (20)
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* • (22)

This expression elucidates that in the considered model both

the dependence of E upon X. and its deviation from the unity

are due to the structure function of the 12q bag and that of the

deuteron behaving in quite different way.

The ratio E is measured by the EMC /1/ and SMC /2/ groups

in the 0.1 •£ x ^ 0.65 region and with the essentially worse

accuracy for 0.7 £ x £ 0.9 /2/ (Pig. 3). Although the struc-

ture functions of the nucleus and of the deuteron because of the

scaling violation depend on q their ratio within the experi-
2mental errors is independent from q . So we calculate В at fixed

q
c
 X 10 GeV . ?or the nucleon structure function

«a»

we shall use the following paranetrization

f A
applied usually for describing the experimental data on the deep

inelastic scattering of leptons off protons and nuclei /30/. The

coefficient A in ( 24-) is determined by the distribution of sea

quarks (the contribution of strange quarks being neglected)

С 2 4 Ъ )

Assuming that the momentum taken by sea qaarks in nucleon equals

= 0.1? /30/ we get А с 1.06. Then the value of В
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i s fixed by the baryon-number-conservation law

a
S B ^ ' C W J ^ / j c ~3 being equal to В = 3.9. In this case
о

the fraction of the momentum taken away by valence quarks i s

//" 0.34 in good agreement with the experimental data

/30/.

The parametrization (24) with the parameters A and g calcu-

lated as above describes the EMC data /31/ on the ceuteron
2 2

structure function at q d Ю GeT and x < 0.65 rather well.

Рог x's close to the unity the bag component of the deuteron

structure function becomes important (see eq. (21)). To make its

description we shall use the data on "S^Q in. the cumulative re-

gion /32/. Although these data were obtained for moderate

q (<f- £ 2-6 GeV ) in the experiment these data were observed
t 2 2

to scale in the (0 = 1 + W /q variable the latter becoming
p

at large q the standard scaling variable Oj = 1/x. Supposing

that at 60'£ Л the measured structure function i s determined

by the contribution of tne 6q-bag we obtain from the data /32/

the following parametrization of the 6q-bag structure function

(25)

Assuming the distribution of valence quarks in the bag of the

form ^ & ? /
x
) ~ (*•' «JJ for all X. we estimate the

bag admixture Wg to be Wg ~ 2%,

With the account of the parametrization being approximate,

the inaccuracy of experimental data and of the disagreement of

data coming from different experiments one can conclude that

wg
Q
 is bounded within the interval
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W
6q « 2 - 6 Л (26)

So the deuteron structure function according to (21) is pre-

sented as a superposition of the nucleon (24-) and the bag (25)

components.

Let us proceed now to the description of the ratio E. Por

this purpose the knowledge of the bag structure -function be-

haviour at small X is necessary where the exponential para-

metrization is generally speaking invalid. As possible variants

of the valence quart distribution we consider the parametrization

(7) and the parametrization reading

+

where ))~ У, (&L ' $ J L and С for ax
n
 = 1 equals 0.75

Eq. (2?) also gives the exponential dependence ^A (•*)
/W

at a(x - x
0
) » 1.

The bag structure function contains the contribution of

valence quarks and that of sea quarks

The sea component of the bag structure function ?fg(x) is un-

known but its contribution can be noticed at x ^ 0.2 only.

We shall consider the following assumptions concerning the

F 2 Q structure function:

A) The form of the sea-quark distribution in the bag ?nd in

the nucieon are the same (see eq. (24b))
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< 2 9 b )

The Ag constants are determined by the fraction oi' the bag mo-

mentum taken away by sea quarks <C X-j > л . Aesuming thet

/^ = 0.13 /30/ we get A | = 1.06 and A | = 0

for eqs. (29a) and (29b) respectively.

Using these parametrizaticn of Fpr( x) w e calculate the ratio

H following the eq. (20), the Е1^ function being taken from

eqs. (21), (24), (25). The results of calculations in the x < 1

region is shown in fig. 3 for Pe and in fig. 4 for Al nuclei.

The curves labeled A and Й i& figs. 3,4 correspond to the pa-

rametri2ation of the valence quark distribution according to

(27) with a = 9 and. the contribution of sea quarks given by

eq. (29a). The curve A is for the case < J ^ > f t - ^Х$ >л/

while curve g corresponds to some excess of the sea in the bag:

^ X j > £ ~ 7-3 ^••X'S^>fi/ • The curve С is obtained pa-

rametrizing the structure function of valence quarks as in eq.

(7) with a = 9 and that of sea quarks according to eq. (29b)

with a = 10. The good agreement of experimental data i s ob-

tained with w = 0.2 for Fe (fig.3) and w = 0.15 for Al (fig.

4). Note that the EMC data in the x > 0.1 region we have ma-

naged to describe without enhancement of the sea contribution

(only in the ft version the contribution of sea quarks i s en-

haced by some 6% i . e . <£Х*>р€ /<xs>/y ~ ^ ' °«3 = 0.06).

Accordingly for valence quarks in our model we have <СХ^}с =°»57

(A and g ) and 0.34 (b) to be compared to the O^yX, = 0.34.
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1л fig. 5- *he theoretical prediction for the E(x) behaviour in

more broad interval of _£ is shown.

Thus in the framework of the considered model i t is possib-

le to describe in a unified w&y the EMC effect at x > 0.1 as

a manifestation of more soft distribution of quarks in a multi-

quark bag compared to tne nucleon. At the same tine in spite of

of the marked distinction between the x-dependence of the struc-

ture of the bag and that of the nucleon the integral characte-

r s lies related to the sum rules change insignificantly. In par-

ticular, in our model the large excess of the sea quark contri-

bution is not required in contrast to the models using the six-

-qnarfc bag /8,11/ . Noue that at x * 0.05 the shadowing (not

taken into account in our model) may be of importance. In worth

emphasizing, however, that the integral contribution of this

range oi' JC to the nucleus structure function is small so

that the expected antishadowing effect /33/ at x = 0.05-0.25

cannot exceed 1-2% ' and does not seem to be responsible for

the observed enhancement or В at small x as i t was argued in

ref. /10/.

The A-dependence of В in our model as well as in the model

/15/ i s expected to be rather irregular; the ЕИС effect seems

to be the most strong in the nuclei with the pronounced Ĉ -

-cluster structure ( де, ' С, 1 0 e t c . ) .

I t should be stressed that the considered I2q-bag is not

identical to the ô  —particle. So we cannot exclude some

deviation from the unity of the R = ^3 (A) fj-Q C*He)

ratio. However this deviation is expected "bo be much less than

for the E..

We are indebted to N.mJifcolaev for discussing this problem.
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Behaviour of the R ratio in the cumulative x > 1 region

is the crit ical test for different moaels. In those of them

using the 6q-bag the plateau is expected at x = 1-1.6 . The

R ratio should be constant and equal to the ratio of 6q-bag

admixture in the A nucleus and in the deuteron. E.g. in the

model /8/ this ratio should be equal to ^ 2. The same re^irae

should be observed also on the two nucleon-correlation model

/54/. In the model we are considering here the ratio R should

not be constant. Starting from the parametrization of the deu-

teron structure function F2D (25) w e obtain at x > 1 the

growing R (see fig. 5).

V. Conclusion

So in the framework of the hypothesis concerning the exis-

tence of multiquark bags in nuclei we managed to describe the

behaviour of the formfoctors of light nuclei (<He and Tie) at

large q and structure functions of nuclei. The paranieters of

quark distribution in the bag at к >> kQ, extracted from the

data on formfactors and on deep inelastic scattering of lep-

tons on nuclei proved to be very close. Then the Е1Ю effect is

explained as a Eianife station of more soft quark distribution

in a bag compared to the nucleon.

For the detailed test of the considered model reliable

experimental data on the structure functions of the D, *Hef Tie,

43 etc. nuclei in the cumulative region are desirable. The

experimental data on the formfactors of %e and Tie in more
2

broad range of q are also of importance.

The authors are indebted to A.B.Kaidalov, N.N.Nikolaev,

L.B.Okun, Yu.A.Simonov, M.I.Strikman and K.A.Ter-Martirosyan for

valuable discussions»
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Ratio of the iron and deuteron structure functions

R(X) = <£ 5реСЧ^~6 -S-йФ* Experimental data are

taken from refs. /1,2,V» The curves labeled A and В

correspond to the parametrizati"on of the valence and

sea quarks contributions according to Eqs. (27) end

(29a) provided < ^ > e = < ̂ $ > у (A) and <**)£ =

= 1.5 ^-^^д/ (B)« The С curve is obtained from

Eqs. (7) and (19b) for a=9 and a^ = 10. For al l

curves <vJ" is taken to be W s 0.2
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0.9

0.8

Pig. ч-. The ratio of the aluminium end the deuteron structure

functions. Experimental data are taken from refs.

/1,2,V. The curves are labeled in the same way as

in fig. 5; чГ-0.
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functions in the cumulative region x > 1.
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